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The structure of a prefusion arenavirus GPC was enigmatic for

many years, owing to the metastable and non-covalent nature

of the association between the receptor binding and fusion

subunits. Recent engineering efforts to stabilize the

glycoprotein of the Old World arenavirus Lassa in a native, yet

cleaved state, allowed the first structure of any arenavirus

prefusion GPC trimer to be determined. Comparison of this

structure with the structures of other arenavirus glycoprotein

subunits reveals surprising findings: that the receptor binding

subunit, GP1, of Lassa virus is conformationally labile, while the

GP1 subunit of New World arenaviruses is not, and that the

arenavirus GPC adopts a trimeric state unlike other

glycoproteins with similar fusion machinery. Structural

analysis, combined with recent biochemical data regarding

antibody epitopes and receptor binding requirements, provides

a basis for rational vaccine design.
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Introduction
The arenavirus family (genus Mammarenavirus) includes

over 30 known pathogens that exist on all populated

continents on Earth. The Old World family of arena-

viruses contains, among others, Lassa virus (LASV),

which can cause hemorrhagic fever and is endemic in

West Africa [1]; lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus

(LCMV), which causes febrile illness, neurological dis-

ease and birth defects with a 2–5% seroprevalence in

North America and Europe [2]; and the 80% lethal

hemorrhagic fever virus Lujo (LUJV), which emerged

in Southern Africa in 2008 [3]. Arenaviruses in the New

World category include Machupo virus (MACV, [4]) and
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Junin virus (JUNV, [5]), the causative agents of Bolivian

and Argentinian hemorrhagic fever, respectively, as well

numerous other agents such as Sabı́a virus [6] and Gua-

narito virus [7].

All arenaviruses express a single protein, termed GPC, on

the virion surface. GPC mediates host cell attachment

and membrane fusion and entry. It is the sole antigen on

the viral surface, the primary target of protective humoral

immune responses [8�,9�] and a focus for vaccine design

efforts. For all arenaviruses, GPC is a trimer that is

synthesized as a single polypeptide chain and is subse-

quently cleaved by host cell proteases to attain its fusion-

competent state. The mature GPC is a trimer of hetero-

trimers composed of the non-covalently associated sub-

units SSP, GP1 and GP2. SSP is the transmembrane

stable signal peptide and is essential for viral infectivity

[10–18]. GP1 binds receptor and determines tropism [19–

25]. GP2 drives fusion of virus and host membranes,

wherein GP2 undergoes an acid pH-driven, conforma-

tional change from a metastable, prefusion structure to a

more stable, postfusion, six-helix bundle [26–28].

While all arenaviruses have the same GPC organization

on their surface, receptor usage differs. Pathogenic New

World arenaviruses such as MACV and JUNV use Trans-

ferrin Receptor 1 (TfR1) to enter cells [21]. Old World

arenaviruses, such as LASV, bind to a sugar termed

matriglycan attached to the protein alpha-dystroglycan

(aDG) as their extracellular receptor [29–31]. LUJV

appears to be different yet again and uses the recently

identified protein neuropilin 2 (NRP2) as a receptor [32].

LASV requires the endosomal receptor LAMP1 for entry

[33��], while LUJV requires the endosomal entry factor

CD63 [32]. Use of both cell-surface and endosomal entry

factors may be a feature shared amongst some pathogenic

Old World arenaviruses, but is a feature not known for

New World arenaviruses.

In the past 10 years, multiple structures of individual GP1

and GP2 subunits of various arenaviruses have

been determined from the Harrison, Bowden, Abraham,

Diskin, Rey, and Nunberg groups [19,27,28,34–

36,37�,38��,39,40], along with a prefusion GP1–GP2 pro-

tomer of LCMV [41]. Most recently, the structure of the

prefusion trimeric assembly of LASV was determined,

bound to a human neutralizing antibody [42��]. Here, we

review the current knowledge of arenavirus glycoprotein

structures, focusing particularly on the prefusion trimeric

structure of LASV GP, and discuss how this and other

arenavirus structures can inform rational design of anti-

body therapeutics and vaccines.
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The unusual arenavirus GP trimer. (a) The crystal structure of the

LASV GP trimer (cartoon, PDB: 5VK2) docked into the tomographic

reconstruction of the LASV GPC spike from fixed virions (surface,

EMD: 3290). Glycans visible in the crystal structure are shown as ball

and stick. (b) GP monomer A is shown in cartoon representation.

LASV GP1 can be divided into three subdomains: (1) the N-terminal

b-strands (purple, interacting with GP2); (2) the upper, b-sheet core

(blue); and (3) the lower helix-loop surface (dark red). LASV GP2 can

be divided into four subdomains: (1) the fusion region (cyan), which is

composed of the fusion peptide and fusion loop; (2) HR1a-d (yellow);

(3) the T-loop (magenta); and (4) HR2 (green). N-linked glycosylation

sites are shown as spheres and numbered on their respective Asn

residue. GP monomers B and C are shown as surfaces. The C

terminus of each GP1 subunit is indicated with an arrow and the N

termini of the GP2 subunits, which are positioned at the threefold axis

and 30 Å below the apex of the trimer, are indicated with a star. A

linear representation of the GPC protomer is shown a bottom with

each subdomain of GPC colored according to the cartoon

representation, with each N-linked glycosylation site indicated with a

‘Y’.
The unique architecture of the arenavirus
glycoprotein
The arenavirus GPC is a class I fusion protein and is a

trimer on the viral surface [26,33��,42��]. Class I fusion

proteins require a proteolytic cleavage event to release

the fusion peptide or loop of the membrane-proximal

subunit (termed GP2 in the case of the arenaviruses) from

the polyprotein and allows the glycoprotein to adopt a

metastable prefusion state. This inherent metastability

coupled with the lack of a covalent linkage between the

GP1 and GP2 subunits hindered determination of the

prefusion arenavirus GPC trimer structure for many years.

However, these challenges were recently overcome by

structure-based design of a di-cysteine linkage between

the GP1 and GP2 subunit to enable the GPC to be

processed, yet maintain a prefusion state [41,42��].

The crystal structure of the LASV GPC trimer adopts a

compact tripod shape that closely matches the tomo-

graphic reconstruction of the GPC spike from authentic

Lassa virions [33��] (Figure 1a). Comparison of the LASV

GPC trimer with that of the previously determined

LCMV GPC prefusion structure [41] reveals why enzy-

matic cleavage between the GP1 and GP2 subunits is

required for proper GPC trimer assembly: cleavage frees

the GP1 C terminus, allowing it to achieve a necessary

30 Å repositioning into the trimer apex. There, it facil-

itates trimerization by packing against the GP1 subunit of

the neighboring monomer (Figure 1b).

Comparison of LASV GPC to that of other class I viral

glycoprotein trimers reveals two notable differences. First,

in every type I viral glycoprotein structure determined to

date, thetrimer is formed abouta central three-helixbundle

of the fusion subunit (Figure 2a). This three-helix core

remains largely unaltered in structure upon transition from

the prefusion conformation to that of the postfusion con-

formation. LASV GPC, however, lacks such a core and

instead the equivalent region of GP2 is oriented nearly

perpendicularly to the threefold axis. As a result, every

section of LASV GP2 must unravel from the GPC protomer

and move upon viral and host cell fusion (Figure 2b).

Secondly, in each of the other class I fusion GPs, the

cleavage site, which releases the equivalent GP1 and

GP2 termini from each other, is located more or less on

the outside of the trimer. In contrast, the N-terminus of

LASV GP2 is oriented towards the core of the trimer and

lies at the threefold axis, while the LASV GP1 C terminus,

once releasedfromGP2, rotates 30 Å up towards theapex of

the trimer and is buried in a hydrophobic pocket of the

neighboring monomer [41,42��] (Figure 2a).

The lack of a stabilizing three-helical core and the orienta-

tion of cleavage site to the interior of the trimer have

implications for the design of immunogens with which to

elicit an effective antibody response, as discussed in the

section ‘Structure-based considerations for vaccine design’.
www.sciencedirect.com 
Structures of arenavirus GP1 subunits: a
shared architecture for different outcomes
All arenavirus GP1 structures solved to date, whether

solved alone [36,37�,38��,39]; bound to their cognate

receptor [19] or to antibody [35,40]; or as part of a

GPC protomeric complex [41,42��], share a common core

comprised of a central b-sheet that sits atop a bed of

helices and loops. Structures of the GP1–GP2 protomers

of LCMV and LASV contain the full-length GP1 subunit,
Current Opinion in Virology 2018, 31:52–58
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Figure 2
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The LASV GP trimer is unique amongst class I glycoproteins. Comparison of the LASV GP trimer to the trimeric structures of the class I

glycoproteins from Ebola virus (PDB: 5JQ7), HIV (PDB: 4NCO), Coronavirus (PDB: 5I08), Influenza (PDB: 1RUZ) and Paramyxovirus F (PDB: 2B9B)

are shown. For EBOV, HIV, Influenza and CoV, the GP1-equivalent subunit for each virus is colored dark blue and the GP2-equivalent subunit is

colored cyan. The three-helix core of each viral glycoprotein and the equivalent region in LASV GP2 is colored yellow. Note: Paramyxoviruses

such as PiV5 have two surface glycoproteins, of which F is responsible for fusion of viral and host cell membranes. The larger, carboxy-terminal

domain, F1, is colored cyan and the smaller, N-terminal domain, F2, is colored dark blue. A three-helix bundle is formed by the HRB subdomain

of F1 and is colored yellow. The C-termini and N-termini of each subunit (GP1 and GP2 equivalent for EBOV, HIV, Influenza and CoV and F1 and

F2 for PiV 5) are shown as spheres and indicated by arrows. (b) Comparison between prefusion LASV GP2 and postfusion GP2 of LCMV (PDB:

3MKO), a close relative of LASV. In the prefusion conformation of LASV GP2, HR1 (yellow) is broken up into four segments (HR1a-d) and

connected to HR2 through the T-loop (pink), which forms a b-sheet with b1 of GP1. In contrast, in the postfusion conformation of GP2, HR1 forms

a single a helix while the T-loop forms an a helix. The relative locations of the viral membrane in the prefusion state and the fused viral and host

cell membranes in the postfusion state are indicated. The fusion peptide residues were not included in the postfusion GP2 crystallization construct

but would be embedded in the fused membranes.
rather than an N-terminally truncated version. That N-

terminal region forms a b-strand that extends down from

the main body of GP1 to interact with two strands from

GP2 and assemble a three-stranded, anti-parallel b-sheet.
Underlying the b-sheet core are several a-helices that, in

the prefusion LASV GPC complex, interact with its

cognate GP2 subunit, as well as the GP1 and GP2 sub-

units in neighboring protomers of the trimer (Figure 1b).

Structural overlay of the MACV [19,36], JUNV [35,40]

and Whitewater Arroyo virus (WWAV, [39]) GP1 subunits

with either of the GP1 subunits from the prefusion

structure of LCMV [41] and LASV GPC [42��] reveals

that the general architecture of the a-helices that lie

underneath the conserved b-core is also highly similar

(Figure 3a) — despite the genetic and geographic diver-

gence between New and Old world groups, and despite

the fact that these New World structures were produced

and solved as solitary GP1 subunits and that MACV GP1

was solved at low-pH.
Current Opinion in Virology 2018, 31:52–58 
In contrast, aside from the conserved b-core, there are

several significant structural differences between the con-

formation of LASV GP1 as it exists in the prefusion trimeric

complex [42��] and the conformation of LASV GP1 solved

as an isolated subunit at pH 5 [37�] (Figure 3b). Specifically,

there are: Firstly, an elongation and rotation of a1 and a2
from two antiparallel helices in GP1 of the neutral-pH

prefusion complex to a single helix in the low-pH GP1

monomer; secondly, rearrangement of residues 200–214

from a helix/loop structure in the prefusion complex to a

two-stranded b-sheet, termed the b-hairpin, in the low-pH

monomer; and finally, an �35 Å relocation of the N and C

termini of GP1 from a more downward position in the

trimer to a position situated above the b-core. Hence,

LASV GP1 seems inherently more mobile or more flexible

than the New World virus GP1s.

Conformational changes in GP2 are well known during

fusion. These recent structural and biochemical data

suggest that in additional to the known and well-
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Comparison of arenavirus GP1 subunits. (a) Structural alignment of LASV GP1 (gray, PDB: 5VK2) and MACV GP1 (blue, PDB: 3KAS). Despite low

sequence similarity of 20%, the GP1 subunits of LASV and MACV align with an r.m.s.d. of 2 Å. Major differences map to the loops that connect

the b-sheet. For clarity, only the MACV GP1 subunit is shown; other New World arenavirus GP1 subunits align with similar r.m.s.d.s. (b) Overlay of

the crystal structures of prefusion GP1, solved at neutral pH (gray, PDB: 5VK2), to the ‘primed’ GP1 subunit of LASV determined at pH 5 (cyan,

PDB: 4ZJF). The histidine triad responsible for sensing pH [37�,43] is shown as ball and stick and is colored gray at neutral pH and red at pH

5. The LAMP1 binding site as it exists at pH 5 is colored purple [38��]. Structural elements of LASV GP1 that vary between the low-pH and

neutral-pH forms are indicated. Spheres indicate the N-terminal and C-terminal residues visible in the low-pH GP1 structure and the location of

the equivalent residues in the LASV GP trimer structure.
characterized structural changes that occur in the GP2

subunit, there are also significant conformational changes

that occur in GP1 during low pH-mediated LASV entry.

The conformational switch in LASV GP1, from prefusion

to a different conformation, perhaps a ‘primed’ confor-

mation, is likely related to the receptor switching to

LAMP1 that occurs in the endosome. Indeed, the repo-

sitioning of the N and C termini of GP1 results in the

relocation of residues contained in the histidine triad

identified by the Diskin group as a pH-sensor for LAMP1

switching [37�,38��,43] (Figure 3b). Further, the Diskin

group also recently identified residues in the conforma-

tionally flexible b-hairpin as major determinants for

LAMP1 binding [38��] (Figure 3b).

While a prefusion GP1–GP2 structure is not yet available

for a New World arenavirus, the similarities between the

LCMV and LASV GP1 when in their prefusion complex

to the MACV, JUNV and WWAV when viewed as isolated

GP1 subunits indicates that the New World arenaviruses

may not undergo conformational changes in their GP1

subunits, and have only the one constant conformation.

Indeed, the pathogenic New World arenaviruses are

known to require only TfR1 and to not switch to another

receptor in the endosome as does LASV.

The antigenic landscape of the prefusion
LASV GP trimer
LASV GPC is a key therapeutic target, yet vaccine design

efforts have been hindered by the substantial host-
www.sciencedirect.com 
derived glycosylation that cloaks the virion surface. LASV

GPC has eleven N-linked glycosylation sites on each

monomer, which together comprise �25% of the total

mass of the protein (Figure 4a). This glycan shield leaves

few regions vulnerable to antibody binding — specifi-

cally, the b-sheet face where LAMP-1 and the New

World arenavirus receptor TfR1 bind [19,37�], the fusion

peptide and fusion loop and HR2 of GP2, and across GPC

protomers at the apex of the trimer. Indeed, a recent

study by the Pinschewer group demonstrates that site-

specific deletion of one or more of the glycosylation sites

on the GP1 subunit of LASV and other arenaviruses

enhances the neutralizing antibody response in mice

infected with recombinant viruses [9�].

Characterization of the neutralizing antibody response to

LASV in humans suggests that the primary target for

antibodies is prefusion GPC complex rather than either

subunit alone [8�], with most neutralizing antibodies

targeting a single epitope group, termed GPC-B. The

precise epitope for one of the GPC-B antibodies was

recently identified and spans two monomers within the

trimer thus neutralizing virus by blocking conformational

changes required for both LAMP1 engagement and

fusion of host and virus membranes [42��] (Figure 4b).

The finding that most neutralizing antibodies target

quaternary epitopes on LASV GPC which are only dis-

played in the context of the prefusion GPC trimer is in

contrast to New World arenaviruses, such as Junin virus,
Current Opinion in Virology 2018, 31:52–58
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Figure 4
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Receptor binding and the antigenic landscape of GP. (a) Left: Side view of a surface representation of the LASV GP trimer is shown with N-

glycosylation sites shown as blue spheres. The GP1 subunit is colored light gray and the GP2 subunit colored dark gray. The TfR1 binding site for

pathogenic New World arenaviruses such as MACV and JUNV has been mapped onto the LASV GP structure and is colored light blue; the

LAMP1 binding site (as it exists in the context of the trimer) is colored purple. Right: The top view of the trimer highlights residues involved in

binding to the LASV and LCMV receptor aDG (yellow) [22–24,41,51]. Note that for LASV and LCMV GPC, not GP1 alone, is required for cell

surface receptor binding [41,52]. Hence, a quaternary assembly of GP1, provided only in the context of the GPC, may be necessary for aDG

engagement. (b) LASV neutralizing antibody epitopes are colored by epitope group: GP1-A, which recognizes the GP1 subunit alone is colored

green; GPC-A, which recognizes a single prefusion GP monomer is colored purple; GPC-B, which recognizes a quaternary epitope that spans two

GP monomers within the trimer is colored peach. Neutralizing antibodies against JUNV GP1 are colored yellow and partially overlap with those of

the LASV GP1-A group.
for which the GP1 subunit alone is necessary and suffi-

cient for binding by all neutralizing antibodies thus far

characterized. All of these antibodies function to directly

block binding to TfR1 [35,40,44,45] (Figure 4). Notably,

as previously discussed, no evidence yet exists that New

World arenaviruses employ receptor switching in the

endosome nor does structural analysis of several New

World GP1 subunits suggest that conformational changes

occur upon exposure to low-pH or separation from GP2.

Hence, the difference in epitope requirements for neu-

tralizing antibodies may reflect the particular entry strat-

egy employed by New World viruses versus LASV.

Structure-based considerations for vaccine
design
One of the primary challenges facing the development of

a LASV vaccine is how to elicit a sustained, neutralizing

antibody response against the metastable glycoprotein.

Surmounting data indicate that single subunit-based vac-

cines (such as with the GP1 subunit alone) may be

unsuccessful and instead, vaccine design efforts may need

to take into account the complex entry mechanism of

LASV that relies on the multiple conformations of both

the GP1 and GP2 subunits and the unique arrangement of

the glycoprotein trimer. The multiple steps in entry and
Current Opinion in Virology 2018, 31:52–58 
multiple forms of the LASV glycoprotein suggests that

antibodies that target a single subunit conformation could

be less effective. Indeed, the most potent antibodies are

those that can stabilize the GPC protomer in a prefusion

state [8�]. These antibodies prevent not only the confor-

mational changes that occur in GP2, but also the appear-

ance of a ‘primed’ GP1 [42��]. In contrast, antibodies that

bind to the GP1 subunit only when it is in its prefusion

conformation may lose their ability neutralize unless they

are also able to prevent the appearance of primed GP1

during viral entry.

Further, of those antibodies that neutralize, the most

protective are those that span across multiple GPC pro-

tomers rather than just a single monomer of GPC

[8�,42��,46,47]. Hence, vaccines designed with the intent

to elicit neutralizing antibodies, should focus on stabiliz-

ing both GP1 in its prefusion, unprimed state and GP2 in

its prefusion, metastable state.

Engineered, soluble LASV GPC ecotodomains do not

form trimers in solution [42��], which is perhaps not

surprising as soluble LASV GPC lacks the trimer-stabi-

lizing central three-helix bundle present in all other class

I GPs. This reality, combined with the knowledge that
www.sciencedirect.com
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the majority of the human neutralizing antibody response

is against a quaternary epitope only displayed on prefu-

sion GPC trimers, suggests that if a purified LASV GPC

immunogen is to be used as a vaccine, it may need to be in

a trimer-stabilized form, either through the use of exoge-

nous trimerization domains or through enhancement of

the trimeric interface through mutagenesis. Alternatively,

VSV (or other recombinant virus platform)-based or

DNA-based vaccines may see a boost in the neutralizing

antibody response through the incorporation of protomer-

stabilizing mutations such as those used to obtain the

crystal structure.

Lastly, the requirement for GP1-GP2 processing for GPC

trimerization due to the location of the termini on the

interior of the trimer, particularly for the GP2 N-termi-

nus, poses yet another consideration for vaccine design

efforts. Strategies to mimic GP1–GP2 cleavage, such as

through the introduction of variable length linkers as has

been successful for HIV Env [48,49], may be unsuccessful

for LASV, as these linkers will not fit in the interior cavity

of the threefold axis and therefore would prevent the

formation of native-like trimers.

For New World viruses, GP1-subunit based vaccines or

vaccines that do not incorporate stabilized GPC may find

more success, perhaps owing to their simpler single-

receptor entry mechanism. The availability (and success)

of an attenuated JUNV vaccine in Argentina [50] as well

as the identification of only GP1-specific neutralizing

antibodies lends credence to this. Regardless, it is possi-

ble that New World arenaviruses might also benefit from

vaccination strategies that incorporate prefusion-stabi-

lized GPC.
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